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Organization Profile  

University of Toronto 

Founded in 1827, the University of Toronto has evolved into Canada’s 

leading institution of learning, discovery and knowledge creation. The 

University of Toronto is one of the world’s great universities, 

distinguished by an extraordinary depth and breadth of excellence. U of 

T’s global outlook and cosmopolitan location in one of the world’s great 

cities provides students with a transformative educational experience, 

equipping them with the knowledge, skills and competencies needed to 

navigate our rapidly changing world. 

U of T is one of the world’s largest and most highly regarded centres for 

advanced education at the master’s and doctoral level, which plays a 

major role in driving its achievements in research. Recognizing the 

growing demand for refreshing, updating and retooling one’s 

knowledge and skills, U of T has also become one of North America’s 

largest hubs for lifelong learning.  

Consistently ranked among the top 10 public universities worldwide, U 

of T has remarkable strengths in disciplines that span the humanities, 

social sciences, sciences and the professions. According to Times Higher 

Education (THE), U of T is one of only eight universities globally to place 

in the top 50 in all 11 subject areas ranked by THE, demonstrating 

excellence in scholarship across a wide range of fields. 
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The University has three campuses, each of which is a comprehensive 

centre for teaching and research: the University of Toronto St. George, 

the University of Toronto Mississauga and the University of Toronto 

Scarborough. The tri-campus system spans the Greater Toronto Area, 

allowing students to take part in experiential learning and specialized 

programming throughout one of the world’s most diverse and dynamic 

urban regions. The University of Toronto encompasses 18 Faculties and 

schools, more than 100 departments, and 170 research centres and 

institutes across three campuses. At each of these campuses, U of T 

offers its students hundreds of undergraduate, graduate and 

professional programs, and more than a thousand clubs, organizations, 

activities and volunteer opportunities, including student-run legal and 

dental clinics and other community-based projects. The University’s 

nine fully affiliated hospitals and 12 community-affiliated hospitals and 

health-care sites offer teaching and research experiences for students 

in the health sciences that are among the best in the world. 

The University is home to some of the world’s most talented thinkers, 

inventors, innovators, and educators, who are advancing knowledge 

and making critical discoveries for a healthier, more sustainable, 

prosperous, and secure future. At the University of Toronto, humanities 

and health sciences has led to the discovery of insulin and stem cells, 

the development of the electron microscope and one of the world’s first 

operational computers, the unearthing of “Peking Man,” the 

understanding that the medium is the message, and breakthrough 

developments in deep learning and neural networks. These advances 

within and across disciplines. 

U of T experts work at the frontier of nearly every field of endeavour, 

collaborating with researchers across disciplinary and geographical 

boundaries to explore timeless questions and open new vistas for 

human expression, scientific discovery, and social progress – from 

understanding the origins of life on earth to exploring the complexities 

of human experience, to contemplating our place in the universe. This 

fundamental research generates the ideas and innovations that forge 

new industries, spark social and economic change, and transform the 

way we live. U of T’s commitment to applied research, knowledge 

translation, innovation and entrepreneurship drives the continuous 

economic transformation of the Toronto region, and creates prosperity 

in Canada and beyond. 
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University of Toronto at a Glance 

• 3 campuses located in: 
 St. George 

 Mississauga 

 Scarborough 

• Over 93,000 students, including: 
 19,000+ international students representing 159 countries 

and regions 

 72,000+ undergraduate students 

 20,000+ graduate students 

• 14,000+ faculty members 

• 7,000+ staff members 

• 150+ librarians 

• 18 Faculties and schools with over 100 departments 

• 170 research centres and institutes 

• Over 1000 programs of study 

• $1.38 billion in research funds awarded in 2018-2019 

• The third largest library system in North America 

• Over 605,000 alumni 

Mission 

The University of Toronto is dedicated to fostering an academic 

community in which the learning and scholarship of every member may 

flourish, with vigilant protection for individual human rights, and a 

resolute commitment to the principles of equal opportunity, equity and 

justice. 

• To learn more about U of T, click the video below or visit 

utoronto.ca. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

utoronto.ca
https://www.youtube.com/embed/yIEpzyssJEU?feature=oembed
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Faculty of Kinesiology & Physical Education 

The Faculty of Kinesiology & Physical Education (KPE) develops, 

advances and disseminates knowledge about physical activity, health 

and their interactions through education, research, leadership and the 

provision of opportunity. Given its multidisciplinary character, the 

Faculty is becoming a model of inter‐disciplinarity within the University 

as is integral to the core mission of the University. University wide co-

curricular programs, managed by KPE, helps to realize the University’s 

priority of enhancing the student experience, contributing significantly 

to the health of the student body and learning outside the classroom. 

The Faculty of KPE is one of the University of Toronto’s six health science 

faculties: Kinesiology and Physical Education, Medicine, Dentistry, 

Pharmacy, Social Work, Nursing. The deans of these Faculties meet on 

issues of collective relevance. 

The Faculty differs from most comparator Faculties across Canada and 

other academic divisions at U of T because of its joint mandate for both 

academic and co-curricular programs. The Faculty’s dual mandate 

remains a differentiating feature on campus and among peer 

institutions. It sets the Faculty apart in our approach to education and 

experiential-learning, research and innovation, and sport and recreation 

programming. The academic programs refer to KPE’s graduate and 

undergraduate degree programs, and the co-curricular programs refer 

to KPE’s university-wide co-curricular sports, physical activity and 

recreation , facilities and services for all U of T students (and faculty and 

staff member). Specifically, the Faculty is responsible for U of T Sport 

and Rec which includes the Varsity Blues athletics teams, U of T 

Intramurals, the tri-campus sport program and broad based physical 

activity and outreach programs, as well as all of the related resources 

(staff, coaching, facilities). 

Although most university kinesiology divisions in North America evolved 

from departments of physical education that did have similar joint 

mandates, today there remains only one other university in Ontario with 

such an amalgamated mandate. With this mandate in mind, the faculty 

has worked hard to integrate curricular and co-curricular programs to 

facilitate inquiry, knowledge translation, program development and the 

practical application of research. 
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The Faculty has also had a meaningful impact on the university’s QS 

World Ranking as fifth in the world for a field that encompasses 

kinesiology, exercise or sports sciences, and sport studies; and a top 10 

ranking for the last three years. 

Today, approximately 1100 undergraduate and 190 graduate students 

are enrolled in the Faculty’s degree program. Across the University of 

Toronto, over 90,000 students are eligible to participate in the co‐ 

curricular programs managed by the Faculty. In 2018-19 the operating 

budgets of the Faculty amounted to about $43.5 million, of which $12.5 

million was curricular (academic) and $31 million co‐curricular. These 

budgets have been supplemented in recent years by philanthropy of 

generous alumni and friends of the Faculty. 

The Faculty offers a four‐year, Bachelor of Kinesiology (B.Kin.) degree 

program with accreditations most recently renewed in 2018 from the 

Canadian Council of Physical Education and Kinesiology Administrators 

(CCUPEKA) in both teacher preparation and kinesiology. A combined 

Bachelor of Kinesiology and Master of Teaching degree program is 

offered in association with U of T’s Ontario Institute for Studies in 

Education. On the heels of Ontario becoming the first (and so far only) 

province in Canada to include “kinesiology” within the scope of the 

Regulated Health Professions Act, along with the growing recognition of 

and a need for research-informed practice in kinesiology, the Faculty 

launched its first professional masters degree program, the Master of 

Professional Kinesiology (M.P.K.) in August, 2016, as one of the first 

degrees of its kind. At the graduate level, the Faculty also offers thesis‐

based Master of Science (M.Sc.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) 

degrees.  

Faculty, staff and students in the Faculty of Kinesiology & Physical 

Education address some of the most pressing intellectual, economic and 

social issues facing humankind, such as understanding the biological, 

physical, behavioural and social factors that influence and limit physical 

activity, the health and wellbeing challenges associated with physical 

inactivity, and the adaptations to the physical activity spectrum that 

ranges from inactivity through to high performance sports. We also 

study, conduct research into, and develop outstanding performances in 

the cultures of sport, with a strong commitment to excellence, equity, 

fair play, and the preparation of outstanding leaders, scientists and 

practitioners. 
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Across all strategic goals is an ongoing commitment to diversity, equity 

and inclusion. The Faculty of Kinesiology and Physical Education (KPE) 

has a strong history of leadership in areas of equity and inequity in sport, 

recreational and curricular programs. From implementing campaigns 

such as the Change Room Project for a more inclusive locker-room 

culture, to a March Break program for Indigenous teens, KPE has worked 

steadily to deliver on its commitment to equity and diversity in its 

programs and services. 

In partnership with U of T’s faculties and colleges, the co-curricular 

program focuses on enhancing the university experience through the 

provision of outstanding sport, physical activity and recreation 

programs, facilities and services. As Canada’s largest university sport 

and recreation program, we believe in and promote student 

participation as a strategy to: 

 Advance academic success, 

 Enhance physical, mental and social wellbeing, 

 Build community and a sense of belonging and; 

 Acquire skills for post-university success.  

The values of equity, diversity, inclusion and accessibility are 

fundamental to our work and we prioritize student participation and 

leadership in the planning and implementation of our programs and 

services. 

Faculty of Kinesiology & Physical Education at a Glance 

Academics & Research 

 1,000+ undergraduate students 

 180+ graduate students 

 39% increase in UG applications   

 MSc enrolment is up 285%  

 PhD enrolment is up 43% 

 $2m in annual research funding 

 $640k in annual tri-council funding 

 U of T ranks first among Canadian U15 peers in publications in 

sport science fields. 

 

https://www.utoronto.ca/news/toronto-2015-pan-amparapan-am-games-change-room-project
https://www.utoronto.ca/news/u-t-welcomes-indigenous-teens-downtown-toronto-campus-over-march-break
https://www.utoronto.ca/news/u-t-welcomes-indigenous-teens-downtown-toronto-campus-over-march-break
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Sports & Rec 

 35,500 student users  

 More than 440,000 student visits to sport and rec facilities 

annually 

 323 unique instructional programs offered  

 More than 12,500 participants in Intramurals and 844 teams  

 42 intercollegiate teams comprised of 840 student-athletes  

 92% graduation rate among student-athletes  

 Sport medicine clinic provides more than  

 27,000 client services 993 Co-Curricular Record validations 

Infrastructure, People & Partnerships 

 42 faculty members  

 200 appointed staff  

 More than 1,100 students hired into casual staff positions 

annually  

 157 student work study positions  

 $56M raised by KPE advancement  

 $2M in fundraising revenue for intercollegiate athletics  

 6 buildings and 31K square metres of space 

 

Mission 

We develop, advance and disseminate knowledge about physical activity, 

health and their interactions through education, research, leadership 

and the provision of opportunity. 

Vision 

The vision of the Faculty of Kinesiology and Physical Education (KPE) is 

to achieve international recognition for our excellence in research, 

teaching, and practice and for inspiring our University community and 

nation to achieve higher levels of engagement in healthy physical 

activity and sports.  

Values 

While achieving this vision, our decisions and actions will be guided by 

and consistent with the values of integrity, respect, equity and diversity, 

leadership and excellence.  
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2018-2022 Academic Plan: Creating Capacity, Cultivating 

Change – Strategic Goals 

1. Educate and graduate a diverse student body who become 

productive contributors and leaders in their fields.  

2. Strengthen recognition and productivity in research, scholarship, 

innovation and creative activity.  

3. Improve participation rates and performance outcomes across the 

continuum of co-curricular physical activity and sport programs.  

4. Build new capacity through investments in infrastructure, people 

and partnerships 

 

View the Faculty’s full Academic Plan here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.kpe.utoronto.ca/sites/default/files/academic_plan_2019_web.pdf
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Mandate 

Reporting to the Vice-President and Provost as a member of the senior 

leadership of the University of Toronto, the Dean of the Faculty of 

Kinesiology and Physical Education provides visionary strategic 

direction, academic planning leadership, and administrative oversight of 

the Faculty, as well as the University’s co-curricular sport and physical 

activity programming, services and facilities.  

The Dean will lead the Faculty to further excellence in teaching and 

research, and work collaboratively with a variety of internal and external 

partners to continue to raise its achievements, reputation, and 

resources, as well as working collaboratively with decanal colleagues to 

promote interdisciplinary research and teaching across the University.   

The Dean will continue to draw-upon the strengths of the Faculty’s 

integrated mandate, and seek to build upon existing progress made 

based on the vision, mission, and strategic goals of the Faculty which, 

although articulated in 2013, remain relevant and will continue to be 

the guiding forces toward which the Faculty’s time, energy and 

resources will be directed. The Dean will also continue to support and 

implement recommendations from the Faculty’s Task Force on Race and 

Indigeneity will also be tremendously influential in informing the 

Faculty’s priorities going forward. 

The Dean will foster a supportive and collegial culture that invites 

diverse ideas and perspectives, and reflects a commitment to equity, 

diversity, inclusion and Indigeneity, and will champion the Faculty’s 

plans to maintain academic excellence, to generate and apply new 

knowledge, to graduate students who are informed and prepared to be 

leaders in their fields, support a positive student experience and the 

acquisition of skills for post- university success – all to ultimately foster 

individual and collective well-being and health. 

As the Faculty’s academic leader, the Dean works with its distinguished 

faculty members to foster innovation, enhance its research and 

teaching, and its international impact.  The Dean is responsible for 

fundraising, advancing, and promoting the Faculty and its capabilities to 

new and existing networks of governments, universities, libraries and 

cultural institutions, community partners, corporations, foundations, 

and non-governmental organizations. 
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  The Dean will be expected to provide leadership in the following areas: 

• Ensuring and promoting excellence in the Faculty’s academic, 

research, partnership, and public engagement activities. 

• Articulating the vision of the Faculty and developing, 

implementing, and adapting ideas and visions as the Faculty and 

University meet the needs of faculty, staff, students, and the 

community. 

• Encouraging and fostering the development and delivery of 

high quality and innovative undergraduate, graduate, and 

professional programs, and ensuring the Faculty’s student 

growth and availability of quality experiential and practicum 

opportunities are developed and supported. 

• Championing the Faculty’s collaborations and multidisciplinary 

initiatives, and actively seeking out these opportunities within 

the University of Toronto and elsewhere, specifically in 

integrating curricular and co-curricular programs to facilitate 

inquiry, knowledge translation, program development and the 

practical application of research. 

• Attracting, retaining, and providing guidance and mentorship to 

top scholars in kinesiology and related fields to develop and test 

theories, collaborate on ideas, and translate new knowledge 

into public policy, community and healthcare programming, 

and high- performance sport training and coaching. 

• Ensure that outstanding students are recruited, provided with 

exemplary opportunities for classroom-based and experiential 

learning and authentic participation in knowledge generation 

through research, and are supported in their educational and 

career advancement. 

• Serving as an advocate for the Faculty and the University by 

interacting effectively with other educational institutions, 

libraries, businesses, and government, while continuing to build 

strong relationships with, and generate funds from alumni, the 

external community, and other supporters. 

• Ensuring a world-class infrastructure by effectively managing 

the Faculty’s budget and resources, while continuing to update 

physical facilities and information technology. 

• Manage the Faculty’s large, complex and multifaceted budget 

and allocate resources strategically, efficiently and equitably.  
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• Ensure that co-curricular programs, facilities and services are 

supported within KPE and university wide so that the student 

experience continues to be enhanced by the positive impact of 

university wide sport, physical activity and recreation.  

 

The Faculty of Kinesiology and Physical Education’s integration of 

curricular and co-curricular programs translates to an organizational 

structure with one Dean overseeing curricular and co-curricular 

programs with the following direct reports:  

• Vice-Dean, Academic Affairs 

• Associate Dean, Research 

• Executive Director, Co-curricular Athletics & Physical Activity 

• Chief Administrative Officer 

• Executive Director, Advancement & Alumni Affairs 

• Director, Public Relations & Communications 

 

Ideal Candidate Profile 

Experience and Qualifications 

The successful candidate will be an accomplished scholar and 

administrator who has demonstrated excellence in education and 

transformative accomplishments in research. With proven academic 

leadership experience and a record of building strong teams and 

engaging with the community, the new Dean will possess an open and 

collegial style, a creative approach to problem solving, and outstanding 

management, communication, and interpersonal skills.  

 

While the search committee recognizes that no one candidate is likely 

to meet all of the following qualifications in equal measure, they are 

desirable and will be used in the assessment of candidates for the 

position: 

• A high level of scholarship and intellectual acumen, a 

distinguished record in teaching and research that will allow for 

appointment at the rank of full Professor 

• Successful senior academic administrative experience  
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• A commitment to promoting excellence in both traditional and 

emerging areas of information studies research, teaching, 

graduate student training, public engagement, and innovative 

partnerships, and to continue expanding the Faculty’s research 

capacity, international exposure, public profile, and fundraising 

capabilities. 

• The patience, resolve, and flexibility to deliver academic 

leadership by example, build consensus, resolve conflict, and 

bring about constructive change, with all the required 

consulting, listening, planning, persuading, explaining, and 

implementing skills. 

• A partnership maker with entrepreneurial skills, new ideas, 

energy, and public presence who can build bridges and develop 

positive and sustainable relationships, both within the Faculty 

and the University and between the academic world and the 

local community. 

• Strong communication skills in listening, speaking, and writing, 

and the ability to interact successfully with multiple 

constituencies and stakeholders and promote the Faculty both 

internally and externally. 

• Supportiveness and the ability to mentor and encourage junior 

faculty members and staff. 

• A consistently demonstrated sense of fairness and commitment 

to diversity and equity, and sensitivity to the broad range of 

personalities, backgrounds, and viewpoints within a university 

Faculty. 

• A genuine interest in students, including a commitment to the 

student-centred environment of the University of Toronto, 

enhancing the student experience, and the Faculty’s research 

and teaching roles. 

• A demonstrated commitment to and history of supporting 

equity, diversity, and inclusivity.  

• Energy, inner strength, and optimism, with a personal style that 

honours collegiality, values listening, fosters consensus, and 

inspires respect and trust from students, staff, and faculty. 
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Competencies and Personal Attributes 

The ideal candidate will be expected to possess the following key 

competencies and personal attributes: 

Strategic Leadership 

The ideal candidate will: 

• Be a visionary and a planner who shares and invites ideas and 

insights and inspires and engages others in pursuing shared goals  

• Be well informed about the latest approaches to academic 

education, scholarship, and research in the fields of kinesiology and 

physical education 

• Possess an ability to develop, in a consultative style, a clear vision for 

the future of the Faculty within the context of the University’s 

strategic objectives and plans  

• Possess an ability to see opportunities outside of your own discipline 

and bring a truly broad interdisciplinary and collaborative 

perspective to the Dean role 

• Demonstrate flexibility and adaptability in leading in a virtual 

environment, emphasizing innovation and modernizing of teaching, 

research and operations in a technologically rich post‐pandemic 

environment 

• Have an ability to be a strong advocate for the mission of the Faculty 

within the University and with external stakeholders locally, 

nationally and internationally 

• Have an ability to lead program development and renewal that 

reflects innovative practices and the teaching, learning, research and 

the student experience objectives of the Faculty and the University  

• Be able to envision the opportunities and challenges that emerge 

from the pandemic and to identify strategies that reflect this new 

context  

• Have an ability to build and leverage relationships with internal and 

external stakeholders to attract and enable new and innovative 

research opportunities for the Faculty 
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Collegial Leadership 

The ideal candidate will: 

• Have a mature understanding and appreciation of the collegial 

nature of the University and a demonstrated capacity to work within 

and promote a culture of compassion and connection 

• Have a commitment to equity, diversity and inclusion that is 

demonstrated in leadership behavior and in decision‐making  

• Have exceptional communication and interpersonal skills and a 

commitment to transparency and engagement 

• Be committed to encouraging open channels of communication and 

consistent dialogue with members of the Faculty and will be an 

effective conduit of communication between the Faculty and the 

University senior leadership 

• Have a commitment to fostering the development of all faculty and 

staff, and to mentoring and encouraging others to assume leadership 

roles in their work, within the University and in the broader 

community 

• Have an ability to perpetuate an environment that fosters the 

recruitment and retention of diverse, talented faculty, staff and 

students  

• Have an ability to assist all faculty, non‐faculty teaching and technical 

staff in achieving their career goals and in working collaboratively to 

achieve common goals 

• Value relationships within, across, and outside the organization and 

actively build and maintain relationships that support business goals 

Commitment to Research and Education Excellence 

The ideal candidate will: 

• Have an ability to promote the reputation and the research potential 

of the Faculty and to pursue traditional and non‐traditional research 

opportunities at local, provincial, national, and international levels 

• Have an established history of sustained research funding to from 

several Tri‐Council and/or other recognized agencies 

• Have a demonstrated history of training graduate students, most of 

whom have moved on to highly impactful positions 

• Have an ability to foster interdisciplinary, multi‐disciplinary and inter‐

institutional research 
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• Have a strong understanding of and perspective on the diverse 

research needs, challenges, and opportunities facing faculty, staff, 

and students  

• Understand the value of fundamental and applied research, hands‐

on, experiential learning and direct interaction with subject matter 

experts for students 

• Have a deep commitment to, and is supportive of, excellence in 

teaching and learning and research 

• Have an ability to foster and support a culture that encourages 

innovation and excellence in research, teaching and learning 

• Appreciate the strengths that come from building and maintaining 

connections with local industry, private sector, non‐profit 

organizations, and community groups and how these connections 

inform and support academic work and student experience 

• Believe in the value of an interdisciplinary education and understand 

and appreciate the needs of diverse, international learners 

• Contribute to the data management strategy that is being developed 

within the university to mitigate risk and bolster cybersecurity 

related to management of research data  

Relationship and Partnership Management 

The ideal candidate will: 

• Have the propensity to demonstrate leadership in conjunction with 

Deans of other Faculties, and to promote interdisciplinary 

partnerships and collaborations within the University and with other 

public and private institutions 

• Have an ability to work collaboratively with other provincial, national, 

and international universities and colleges, as well as with various 

private sector entities, associations, and levels of government  

• Have an ability to meet with donors, alumni, and stakeholders, to 

develop and maintain long term relationships, and to attract funding 

and other support for the Faculty  

• Bring an innovative approach and perspective to fund development 

while seeking to build new relationships and leverage existing 

relationships to identify new funding opportunities and partnerships 

• Have an ability to promote the reputation of the Faculty and to 

communicate the Faculty’s success to enhance and encourage 

support of the Faculty 
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Administrative Management  

The ideal candidate will: 

• Be an experienced administrator with strong analytical capabilities, 

insight, and judgment 

• Be able to identify and solve a range of problems, including those 

relating to academic, personnel, and budgetary issues 

• Possess sound financial judgment and be able to lead the 

development of the Faculty’s budget and financial planning 

• Be able to make decisions after appropriate consultation and to 

manage the effective execution of these decisions 

• Be able to coach and mentor people effectively and is familiar with 

effective performance management processes and strategies 

• Be able to manage interpersonal conflict and to create and model a 

culture of trust and transparency  

• Be comfortable leading in a unionized environment and working 

within a negotiated collective agreement context 

• Have an ability to mediate among competing points of view to solve 

problems and achieve agreement 
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Living in Toronto, Ontario  

Toronto is one of the world’s most diverse cities, with more than 100 dialects 

and languages spoken, and representation from across all cultural groups. As 

North America’s fourth largest city, its 6.4 million residents contribute to 

Toronto’s economic, social, and cultural life. Despite its size, Toronto is known 

for its characteristic friendliness, safety and liveability. The Economist rates 

Toronto as the safest city in North America, and in its annual Quality of Life 

Ranking, Mercer rated Toronto 16th in 2017. 

Toronto is Canada's financial and business capital. As a dynamic, diverse, and 

expanding city, Toronto makes an ideal location for companies looking for a 

competitive edge. Toronto’s economy is one of the most diverse in North 

America, and it is fast becoming a leading hub for technology startups—it is 

the third largest technology sector on the continent, including more than 

15,000 companies and over 400,000 employees in areas ranging from 

artificial intelligence to quantum computing and more. The pace of residential 

building projects reflects the city’s rapid rate of growth; Toronto leads all 

North American municipalities in new large‐scale development projects with 

185 high‐rise buildings currently under construction. 

Toronto also boasts a wealth of creative talent, and is home to more than 70 

film festivals, including the annual Toronto International Film Festival. It is also 

the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, the National Ballet of Canada, and the 

Canadian Opera Company. Toronto boasts more than 200 professional 

performing arts organizations, including the famous Mirvish Productions, and 

countless commercial and not‐for‐profit galleries and museums. 

Toronto is a city of festivals, including Nuit Blanche, Winterlicious, Pride Week, 

and the Cavalcade of Lights Festival and Exhibit, which collectively attract 

more than 2.5 million residents and tourists each year. The city has over 50 

major attractions including heritage sites, cultural centres, and zoos, and is 

home to seven professional sports teams. For more information about 

Toronto, please visit City of Toronto and See Toronto Now. 

To find out more about this beautiful city, we recommend the following 

websites: 

• https://www.toronto.ca/  

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/toronto-is-worlds-best-city-to-live-in-economist-study-says/article22716436/
https://www.imercer.com/content/mobility/quality-of-living-city-rankings.html
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=8e79f9be8db1c310VgnVCM1000006cd60f89RCRD
http://www.seetorontonow.com/
https://www.toronto.ca/
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Deciding to Become a Candidate 

The following is a list of the steps that we anticipate in this executive search. 

We would also like to bring to your attention several key issues we would 

recommend you consider as you navigate the search process. 

Information on how to apply can be found at: 

https://kbrs.sharefile.com/  

Regularly named one of Canada’s Top 100 Employers and one of Canada’s 

Best Diversity Employers, the University of Toronto is strongly committed to 

diversity within its community and especially welcomes applications from 

racialized persons / persons of colour, women, Indigenous Aboriginal People 

of North America, persons with disabilities, LGBTQ persons, and others who 

may contribute to the further diversification of ideas. Please note that all 

qualified candidates are encouraged to apply, but applications from 

Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. In accordance with 

the AODA, accommodation will be provided to individuals with disabilities 

throughout the recruitment process. 

If you require accommodation in order to participate as a candidate in the 

recruitment process, please contact accommodate@kbrs.ca or communicate 

your needs to the recruitment professional named in the job description. 

Applications can be submitted online at: www.kbrs.ca/Career/13860. 

Interview with KBRS 

As we receive the complete applications of candidates who express interest 

in the position, we compare them against the key selection criteria set by the 

Decanal Advisory Committee and also against the backgrounds of other 

candidates. We then arrange to speak with, and/or meet with, candidates 

whose experience and qualifications are closest to those articulated in the 

ideal candidate profile.  

In our initial interview with you, we will seek to understand more about your 

background, qualifications, experience and your interest in the position. As 

you move forward in the search process, we will ask you to consider the 

following information that will ultimately be important to your decision. 

Terms of an Appointment – Please consider issues related to faculty 

appointments, tenure, spousal appointments, compensation, benefits, etc. 

Relocation – If a physical move would be required to accept the position, 

https://kbrs.sharefile.com/d-sf05e122381c43659
http://www.kbrs.ca/Career/13860
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please learn about housing, schools, relocation assistance, and any other 

matters of this kind that are important to you. If a physical move will ultimately 

prove unacceptable to you, please determine that at this stage. 

Alignment – Please consider the alignment of this role and organization to 

your personal objectives and preferences.  If you have questions that you 

would need to have answered about the position and the organization before 

deciding to pursue this role, please let us know. If appropriate, we will attempt 

to arrange a conversation between you and our client to get you the answers 

you need to make a well‐informed decision. 

Considerations for International Candidates – If you are an international 

applicant or Temporary Foreign Worker, in addition to applying for this 

position, you may want to explore the Government of Canada’s website to 

learn more about Working in Canada. 

The goal of considering all this information is to help you make an informed 

decision early in the search process. In fairness to everyone concerned, please 

do not proceed further with this process if you think you are unlikely to accept 

the position should it be offered to you. We will ask our client to extend to 

you the same courtesy. 

Interviews with our Client  

The Decanal Advisory Committee will consider all candidates and ultimately 

will invite a small group forward. Typically, this next step is an interview with 

the Decanal Advisory Committee. The Decanal Advisory Committee for the 

Position is chaired by the Vice President & Provost and includes 

representatives from the faculty, staff and students, as well as scholars outside 

the Faculty, a representative from the School of Graduate Studies, and a 

Librarian representative. Often, we attend these meetings as well.  

If there is a desire to move forward with your candidacy after the initial 

interview with the Decanal Advisory Committee, you will be invited for further 

conversations with the Decanal Advisory Committee and the University 

community. The format and nature of these conversations will be developed 

to allow you to learn more about the University of Toronto and the University 

community, to allow the Committee to invite feedback on your candidacy and 

to begin to set the conditions for successful integration for the next Dean of 

the Faculty of Kinesiology & Physical education. The Decanal Advisory 

Committee and the University community commit to respecting the 

confidentiality of your interest throughout this process.  

Shortly after these conversations, if both you and the Decanal Advisory 
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Committee feel the fit is right, the Vice‐President & Provost will consider the 

committees feedback and forward a recommendation to the appropriate 

governing body for approval. If this recommendation is approved, the usual 

procedure is for you and the Vice President & Provost to then work out 

mutually acceptable terms of employment and reach an agreement, subject 

to the Decanal Advisory Committee being satisfied with reference checks. 

Reference Checks 

After your initial interview, if both you and the University of Toronto wish to 

proceed further, the University would ask to speak to references of their  

choice  who  represent 360‐degree  working  relationships  you have had for 

the past several years, whether supervisors, peers, or subordinates. Typically, 

they will ask to speak with at least six references before an offer is made. 

Resume Accuracy/Background Checks 

If you choose to be a candidate and progress to the interview stage, you will 

be asked to provide information to allow our client to conduct a thorough 

background check inclusive of verification of your education, designations 

obtained, and awards received. 

KBRS respects the privacy and confidentiality of personal information provided 

by candidates for our search assignments. The above information will be in 

accordance with the Personal Information Protection and Electronic 

Documents legislation. A copy of our Privacy Policy is available for your review 

on our website at https://www.kbrs.ca/privacy‐policy. 

Etiquette Regarding an Offer 

There are two issues that can arise at the stage of the offer and its acceptance. 

In both cases, we would like to know that you would honour two standards 

of professionalism: 

• First, in the event that an offer is extended to you, that you will 

treat the offer in confidence (with the exception of discussing it 

with members of your immediate family) and will not “shop” or 

discuss the offer with your present employer. 

• Second, if you say you will accept the offer, your word is your bond 

and our Client can count on the fact that you will be joining them. 

Otherwise, please turn down the offer and withdraw as a 

candidate. 

 

https://www.kbrs.ca/privacy-policy
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• We want our client to avoid the substantial loss of time and cost 

of opportunity that would accompany a reversal of your decision, 

in much the same way as you would want to avoid handing in your 

resignation and then having our client cancel its offer. We realize 

from experience that candidates can sometimes have self-doubts 

and second thoughts after making the decision to change career 

direction. These feelings are common, and you are wise to 

anticipate they may arise. 

If either or both of these conditions are unacceptable to you, please 

let us know now, at the beginning. 

Thank you for your interest in this position. We will do our best to keep you 

informed throughout the search process. 

Should you have any questions regarding this opportunity, please contact: 

• Amorell Saunders N’Daw, Partner 

asaundersndaw@kbrs.ca 

• Beth McLennan, Executive Recruiter   

bmclennan@kbrs.ca  

• Bola Moradeyo, Executive Search Coordinator  

bmoradeyo@kbrs.ca  

 

mailto:asaundersndaw@kbrs.ca
mailto:bmclennan@kbrs.ca
mailto:bmoradeyo@kbrs.ca

